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The aim of the present document is to gather and summarise all the information discussed by the 

consortium of  BESTCARE partnership, consisting of three VET institution delivering training 

courses to healthcare professionals and an organisation involved in a diverse range of projects and 

initiatives in the field of education and healthcare training.  

Indeed, the objective of BESTCARE is identifying best practice implemented in partner countries 

(namely, Finland, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom) about the use of social media 

applied to healthcare vocational training. All the activities, methodologies and materials found out 

by project partners were communicated and promoted at national level to healthcare institutions and 

stakeholders by partner organisations, in order to enhance the improvement of healthcare training 

systems, by increasing a sensible use of social media applied to the training of operators. 

The present report lists all above mentioned good practice and aims at positively impacting 

healthcare training systems and initiatives, firstly, in BESTCARE partner countries, and, in the long 

term, in other European countries as well. 

 

To begin with, it is useful to provide a definition of social media: highly interactive platforms, 

supported by mobile and web based technologies, thanks to which users can interact to publish, 

share and edit user-generated contents: individually or as communities. (Kietmann, J. H., 

Hermkens, K., McCarthy, I. P., Silvestre, B. S. Social media? Get serious! Understanding the 

functional building blocks of social media, Business Horizons (2011): 54, 241-251). 

Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Instagram can definitely be mentioned among the most well know 

and widespread social media in Western countries. They are commonly used for entertainment and 

communication in spare time, but they are also successfully applied to the healthcare training 

environment.  

For example, facebook was integrated by seed association, in Switzerland, into a training 

programme involving staff members of Scuola di Vita Autonoma (SVA), a service provided by a 

Swiss national organisation delivering assistance to disabled people. SVA has the specific objective 

of making light physically and mentally disabled patients as independent as possible, by teaching  
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them how to lead an autonomous life: working, taking care of themselves, managing a household, 

etc. Since the use social media and mobile devices have become extremely popular in the last few 

years, staff members have the need to know them and be aware of their advantages and risks, in 

order to communicate them to SVA hosts. Seed association thus designed a short training 

programme about the internet, ICT, risks like spamming or phishing, digital media communication, 

etc. Firstly, some sessions and exercises were delivered to SVA staff members: in order to clarify 

possible risks linked to the use of facebook, they were shown a profile of an expert in the field 

psychology, with whom they interacted for a few days by writing messages and asking questions, 

but such profile eventually turned out to be fake and made up by seed staff members. Then, hosts 

were involved, too, and participated in practical and interactive activities including the use of social 

media, for them to  understand how they work and how they can be safely used, in order to benefit 

from such media, without running risks. At the end of the training programme hosts produced a 

digital story, which is, a video, representing what they had understood or particularly appreciated of 

the programme.  

Facebook has also been used by the students of the Finnish organisation Edupoli, who created 

groups in order to share information and pictures about their on the job learning experience. Such 

exercise is extremely useful also to learn about different workplaces and experiences, besides 

noticing students’ improvements and learning. Moreover, by sharing information and images, 

students were also able to help each other build their future learning plans.  

Video sharing platform YouTube is used by Edupoli as a mean to share information within the 

institution. Edupoli develops skills and competences for adult learners and its activities are held in 

different offices, located in different cities. Since it is often not possible for the institution’s 

employees to move from one workplace to another, they produce videos and upload them on 

YouTube, in order for other teams of employees to be informed about the activities of their 

colleagues and the environments where they work on a daily base.  

Below are the links to two videos produced by Edupoli staff members: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRPYhUUySz4  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_vjeCz0V0I&feature=youtu.be  

YouTube is also an effective tool to record and show job learning, activities and achievements; for 

example, videos showing this kind of initiatives can be used as helpful evaluation tools by training 

institutions. Below is the link to a video produced with the abovementioned objective: 

https://connectpro.edupoli.fi/p5dw8c9gn72/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRPYhUUySz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_vjeCz0V0I&feature=youtu.be
https://connectpro.edupoli.fi/p5dw8c9gn72/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal
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YouTube is also used by the Spanish institution to teach and show students practices and 

experiences on workplaces during theoretical classes. In this way, they develop competences and 

skills before the job learning period. Below are two links as examples:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hL4Ekjjy21U 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyey_TtBjww 

  

Besides recording and sharing information, YouTube can be exploited as a “dissemination” 

platform for educational resources produced by means of specifically designed training 

methodology. For example, this specific social network is necessary to implement digital 

storytelling based training projects involving healthcare workers, like the one developed by seed 

association, in Switzerland.  

In particular, a digital storytelling based methodology addressing healthcare professionals and 

trainers was produced and implemented thanks to the project StorySHOP (Storytelling for Social 

and Health Care Workers Professional Identity Development), funded by the European  

Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme and in particular by the Leonardo Transfer of 

Innovation action. The objective of such methodology is increasing participants’ ability to manage 

work related stress and to cope with the most critical or difficult situations of their daily 

professional experience. Digital storytelling is relevant in such respect as it allows participants to 

analyse and understand complex situations, which could cause suffering, without having to directly 

talk about them. Therefore, it is an innovative and effective technique to overcome emotionally 

stressful environments, and turn them into situations that can be faced in normal day-to-day life. 

The methodology was tested in Switzerland; trainers from the UK and from Denmark were trained, 

in order to enable to implement it in their home countries, and the video produced by all participants 

to training activities and workshop were published on the project website:  

http://storyshop-llp.eu/resources/ and YouTube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRgtq_pXfQewnhRPRFEIwKA  

Finally, Twitter and Instagram are used on a daily basis by the students of the Grimbsy institute: 

indeed, by following their institution’s profiles on such social networks, they are constantly updated 

about the latest news concerning logistical information, like buses routes and timetables, weather 

forecasts and messages from teachers.  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hL4Ekjjy21U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyey_TtBjww
http://storyshop-llp.eu/resources/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRgtq_pXfQewnhRPRFEIwKA
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Also some applications provided by Google can be used by healthcare training institutions and 

students to produce and share user-generated contents, for didactical purposes.  

Fon instance, google websites allows users to easily develop basic websites, for free, where users 

can store information and pictures about their job learning, like the following one: 

https://sites.google.com/site/tyopaikkakouluttaja/  

Also google drive is used by Finnish students to create, edit and share different kinds of documents.  

 

Other media are less well known to the general public and are more specific to the professional and 

educational environment; they are extremely useful to organise meeting and discussions among 

people located in different places, to share documents, to allow asynchronous communication 

through forums, etc.  

Adobe Connect, for instance, is used in Finland to deliver high quality vocational training in the 

healthcare environment, and it is particularly useful to organise online meetings, sharing 

documents, participate in discussions… Through Adobe Connect, Edupoli delivers job learning 

planning, job counselling, personal work and study-related plans. Below is an example: 

https://connectpro.edupoli.fi/p5dw8c9gn72/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal 

Furthermore, Edupoli uses Adobe Connect to organise meetings and discussions with workplaces 

where their students implement on the job learning processes; such activities are very useful to 

complement the evaluation and assessment of students’ improvements, as it allows contacts and 

discussions with the supervisors who coordinate training programmes. 

 

Another example is how Spanish learners and teachers use these media to get some knowledge 

about the health legislation, in Spain and especially in Europe. European regulation of 

classification, labelling and packaging of substances and mixtures, Medicine Laws. The website 

www.msssi.gob.es  and the   www.seg-social.es   are very useful in this sense. 

Moodle is another platform, specifically designed to produce modular, internet based courses and is 

well known to the students of Grimsby college, in the UK, who find it useful for different reasons. 

Moodle allows users to access and edit remote documents; to share didactic resources, or to 

communicate with tutors.  

Spanish Health care department uses moodle as a way to communicate with all teachers and 

learners, it has brochures about the different courses, the legislation of these courses and news. 

Furthermore, teachers use their own Online Learning Environment moodle to teach and to show 

different notes and videos about the topics of the courses. 

https://sites.google.com/site/tyopaikkakouluttaja/
https://connectpro.edupoli.fi/p5dw8c9gn72/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal
http://www.msssi.gob.es/
http://www.seg-social.es/
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A particular  platform is used by Spanish organization for controlling the job learning practices. It is 

call SAO: On-line Administration System for Training in the Workplace, which provides students 

with all skills and activities they are supposed to acquire and implement on the job. The system also 

follows students’ job learning on a weekly base. Students fill up tasks during on the job learning 

period, while tutors and instructors have to sign them. The link to the website is 

https://fct.edu.gva.es/index.php?&lang=en  

 

As long as hardware is concerned, Finnish healthcare workers use Nokia communicator phone to 

communicate with mute patients and tablets are replacing paper to take notes and record relevant 

information for the cure and care of patients. For example, healthcare professionals write their notes  

on tablets, instead of on paper notebooks; or they take pictures of wounds on a daily basis to record 

improvements of changes; or they communicate with the patients’ family and external stakeholders. 

Not only are such devices useful to professionals, but also to patients, who are provided with tablets 

and use internal chats to communicate among them.  

 

To conclude, social media can actually improve the quality of healthcare vocational training, for 

example by make evaluation easier and more effective, or by facilitating communication in several 

directions: among different communities and institutions; between trainers and students, or between 

healthcare professionals and patients.  

Social media can also be exploited to organise practical exercises about different topics, like new 

technologies or more job-related subjects.  

 

Web-based platform and technologies are also extremely useful to store, organise, co-produce and 

share documents or contents. 

Social media have already been integrated into healthcare vocational training systems of several 

countries, but their use will hopefully be further developed by the exchange of good practice and 

examples, fostered by the implementation of  training projects and initiatives like BESTCARE 

partnership. 

 

 

 

 

https://fct.edu.gva.es/index.php?&lang=en

